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Executive Summary
The total time from initial site clearing to completion of the water supply dam was about
18 months.

Minor water quality problems associated with stream diversions and

dewatering of the work area were experienced during construction.

Extensive

groundwater flow below the dam maintained flow in Fish Creek during upstream
construction dewatering activities.

Water quality in Lower Fish Creek improved

substantially during summer 1996. Concerns over fish entrapment in the spillway and
armored outlet structure were not realized because natural groundwater inundated the
catchment basin and provided continuous surface flow.
Upper Last Chance Creek was used extensively by Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus)
for spawning and rearing in 1994 and 1995 but not in 1996. During winter 1995-1996,
snowfall was minimal and massive aufeis 3 to 4 m thick remained in late May in Last
Chance Creek. Water quality was highly degraded by erosion of ice-rich soils until midsummer. A combination of sediments, aufeis, and cold water temperatures caused
Arctic grayling to avoid the creek. Even after water in Last Chance Creek cleared and
warmed, Arctic grayling did not enter the creek. Favorable rearing conditions in the
reservoir is the most likely reason for lack of fish use during late summer 1996.
Growth rates were determined for individually tagged burbot (Lota Iota) in the reservoir.
Average growth for burbot tagged in May 1995 and recaptured in November 1995 was
30 mm. Burbot caught in May 1996 had an average growth of 50 mm since May 1995.
Burbot caught in August 1996 averaged 300 mm in length and exhibited an average
growth of 101 mm since May 1995. Young-of-the-year burbot first appeared in fyke-net
catches in August 1996. The young-of-the-year burbot increased in length from an
average of 98.1 mm in early August to 121.7 mm by late August. Small burbot were
abundant in the reservoir, with highest concentrations found in Solo Creek Bay and
along the gravel shoals near the Pump House. This year class is expected to remain
abundant in succeeding years.
Arctic grayling were collected in June 1996 to determine age at length before potential
changes in growth rate induced by the reservoir occurred. The Arctic grayling were
difficult to age because of unusually variable growth rates and growth patterns. All fish

appeared to grow rapidly for the first two years. After age 2, growth patterns changed.
We concluded that the two primary factors affecting the highly variable growth after age
2 were habitat selection and use, and the onset of sexual maturity. Arctic grayling grew
40 mm between late June and late August 1996. We predicted growth rates for Arctic
grayling would increase substantially after the reservoir filled and available habitat and
benthic invertebrate production increased. We found at least a two-fold increase in
Arctic grayling growth rate the first summer as the reservoir was filling with water.
In summer 1996, our population estimate using fyke-nets for Arctic grayling 2150 mm
was 4,748 with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 3,824 to 5,672 fish. We estimated the
Arctic grayling population at 3,475 with a 95% CI (2,552 to 4,398) using the boatmounted electrofisher. In 1993, we collaborated with FGMI, to establish a goal of
creating a viable Arctic grayling population in the reservoir from fish trapped upstream
of the water supply dam. Our goal was to reach a density of 10 to 20 Arctic grayling
>ZOO mm per hectare of surface area (i.e., 800 to 1,600 Arctic grayling greater than
200 mm for the reservoir) ten years after project completion (FGMI 1993). Our 1996
findings suggest that the goal envisioned in 1993 is already achieved.

Introduction
Fairbanks Gold Mining Inc. (FGMI) began construction of the Fort Knox hard-rock gold
mine in spring 1995. The mine is located in the headwaters of the Fish Creek drainage
about 25 km northeast of Fairbanks (Figure 1). The project includes an open-pit mine,
mill, tailing impoundment, water supply reservoir, and related facilities. A description of
construction activities during 1995 at the reservoir was presented by Ott and Weber
Scannell (1996).

Water impoundment began in the reservoir in November 1995.

Construction of the dam and spillway was complete by July 1996. Water levels in the
reservoir reached a maximum elevation of 1017.5 ft before pumping began to move
water to the tailing impoundment in July 1996. FGMI estimates that the reservoir will fill
and flow over the spillway low-flow channel during breakup in 1997.
Environmental baseline studies began in 1989. Our fisheries study was initiated in
1992 and focused on streams in and downstream of the project area (Weber Scannell
and Ott 1993). In 1993, stream sampling continued and we began to collect fisheries
data in abandoned settling ponds and mine cuts that would be flooded by the reservoir
(Weber Scannell and Ott 1994). In 1994, we established and sampled stream reaches
above and below the area that would be flooded by the reservoir (Ott et al. 1995). We
continued to sample these sites in 1995 (Ott and Weber Scannell 1996). In 1995 we
also estimated the size of the population of Arctic grayling and burbot that would be
available to colonize the reservoir, and we began to monitor construction activities (Ott
and Weber Scannell 1996).
Our report is divided into two parts.

In Part 1 we summarize our monitoring of

construction activities at the water supply dam. Results of our fisheries work which
focused on the flooding reservoir are presented in Part 2. Some of the predictions
made with respect to fisheries use of the reservoir are discussed in light of our 1996
findings.

Map Not to Scale

Part I: 1996 Water Supply Dam Construction Activities
We continued to monitor construction activities at the water supply dam site in 1996.
On January 9, 1996, water continued to pond in the reservoir and ice extended to the
reservoir drawdown pipe and valve system. Water and ice was beginning to inundate
Polar Pond # I . The temporary culvert in Solo Creek had been removed. Flow (0.6 cfs)
in the seepage channel below the dam was clear and 4OC, indicating groundwater
sources. All flow from Solo and Last Chance Creeks, and some from Fish Creek below
the tailing impoundment, was being captured behind the dam.
The reservoir was examined several times in February 1996. Water continued to enter
the reservoir beneath ice cover. Aufeis in tributary streams (Solo Creek) was extensive
due, in part, to minimal snow cover. Flow in the seepage channel below the dam
remained constant and clear.
In April 1996, work resumed on the dam. Aufeis in Solo and Last Chance Creeks
continued to grow, with aufeis reaching the top of the 3.6 m diameter culvert installed in
Solo Creek. Keiwit Pacific Company (KPC), the subcontractor responsible for dam
construction, excavated overburden and pumped meltwater from the dam spillway.
Dewatering of the work area was necessary through breakup, with a maximum
pumping rate of about 2 cfs (1000 gpm).
In late April 1996, KPC was pouring spillway concrete, excavating material at the
bottom end of the spillway, pumping seepage water from the work area, and
constructing a rock-lined channel from the spillway to Fish Creek. A settling pond was
constructed to treat water pumped from the work area. We requested remedial work
on April 22, 1996, to minimize erosion occurring in constructed diversion ditches. By
early May 1996, KPC had lined the recently constructed diversion ditch with rock but
some of the seepage flow (about 1 cfs) leaked under the rock liner and caused
sediments to enter the water.
The reservoir continued to fill rapidly and on May 8, 1996, water had reached an
elevation of 1005.5 ft, and both Polar Ponds # I and #2 were inundated. Maximum pool
elevation will be 1021.0 ft. Water quality below the work area at the dam appeared
good with only a slight discoloration. Work on the spillway continued.

In late May 1996, aufeis in Last Chance Creek was still 3 to 4 m thick. Massive aufeis
was present in Solo Creek but all water was passing through the causeway culvert. On
June 20, 1996, the catchment basin at the base of the spillway was nearly complete
and work was underway on the walls. Water elevation was 1015 ft in the reservoir.
Water quality in the lower part of the reservoir was improving.
Beginning in July, water was pumped from the reservoir to the tailing impoundment at a
daily rate of 18,495 m3 (15 acre-feet). We estimated drawdown in the reservoir over a
three week period during dry conditions at 0.5 m.
By July 25, the construction zone below the reservoir had been regraded and some
reseeding had occurred. We estimated that nearly 30% of the disturbed area will
revegetate naturally due to existing moisture and the presence of fines and organic
material. Regrading of the construction area looked excellent (Figure 2). An estimated
surface discharge of four cfs of water covered the entire spillway outlet.

Existing

groundwater and flow ensure that fish will not be entraped in the catchment basin and
armored rock outlet (Figure 3).
On July 31, 1996, we observed that the entire reservoir, including water from Fish
Creek, was stained but clear. These waters had cleared since the July 25, 1996 site
visit. Water levels in the reservoir had reached a maximum elevation of 1017.5 ft by
late fall.

Pumping from the reservoir to the tailing impoundment continued until

November 5, 1996, and produced the final water elevation of 1011 ft. Water use to
support mine operations (e.g., fire suppression) continued with a drawdown of 0.1 ft per
month.
The total time from initial site clearing to completion of the water supply dam was about
18 months.

Minor water quality problems associated with stream diversions and

dewatering of the work area were experienced during the construction phase (Ott and
Weber Scannell 1996). The reservoir should fill and begin to flow over and through the
spillway during or shortly after spring breakup in 1997. Concerns over fish entrapment
in the spillway and the armored outlet structure due to shallow water were not realized
because natural groundwater inundated the catchment basin and provided continuous
surface flow. Water quality in Lower Fish Creek improved substantially during summer
1996. The constructed channel connecting the catchment basin to Fish Creek (Figure
3) provides unimpeded movement of fish.

Figure 2. The construction zone adjacent to the catchment basin was regraded and
with the natural moisture, fines, and organic materials present, natural
revegetation should occur rapidly (top and bottom photos, July 1996).

Figure 3. The completed spillway and the upper portion of the catchment basin (top
photo) and the constructed outlet channel connecting the catchment basin with
Fish Creek (bottom photo) will provide fish passage.

Part 2: 1996 Fisheries Studies
Methods
Sampling Sites
Baseline sampling sites (Upper Last Chance Creek, Bear Creek, and Lower Fish
Creek) were established in 1994 to assess effects of the project on water quality and
use of the streams by fish. In 1996, we sampled Last Chance and Lower Fish Creeks
once.

Fish catch data from pool-riffle sequences were combined for purposes of

analyses due to significant annual, natural changes in stream character in the sample
reaches (Figure 4).

Water Quality
Temperature was measured with an analog mercury thermometer or a digital
thermometer. Temperature, flow, turbidity, and total suspended solids were measured
in Fish Creek just upstream of Fairbanks Creek. Water level was measured with a
pressure

transducer

and

automated recorder, calibrated

with

stream

flow

measurements taken throughout the year. Water was sampled for turbidity and total
suspended solids four times daily with an automated water sampler.

Daily water

samples were composited into one sample to give average values for the day.

Fish
We sampled fish by electrofishing, fyke-nets, hoop traps, minnow traps, and visual
observation. In 1996, most fish were collected with fyke-nets. Arctic grayling were
marked with an adipose fin clip and those greater than 149 mm were tagged with
numbered Fine Fabric Floy-tags. We captured, identified, measured [fork length for
Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus), round whitefish (Prosopium cylindraceum), and
longnose sucker (Catostomus catostomus); total length for burbot (Lota Iota) and slimy
sculpin (Cottus cognatus)], and released fish.
grayling was retained for age determination.

In spring 1996, a sample of Arctic

Figure 4. Fish sample sites for post-construction monitoring in the Fish Creek drainage.

A single pass upstream was made with a Smith-Root model 15-A backpack
electrofisher to collect fish from streams. During the fall 1996 recapture event in the
reservoir, two separate sampling techniques were used: fyke-nets, and a pulsed-DC
(direct current) electrofishing system mounted on a 6.1 m-long boat (Clark 1995).
During the fall recapture event in the reservoir, Arctic grayling were checked for marks;
unmarked fish were released untagged.
Two sizes of fyke-net were used. Net size (wings, mesh, and center leads) was the
same except for entrance frames. Entrance frames were either 0.9 m or 1.2 m square.
Fyke-nets were 3.7 m long, had five hoops, a 1.8 m cod end, and 0.9 m by 7.6 m net
wings attached to the entrance frame. The center lead was 30.4 m and was deployed
to the maximum extent possible without submerging the top of the entrance frame.
Nets were set with the center lead either perpendicular or at an angle to shore,
depending upon distance to deep water.
We used minnow and hoop traps baited with salmon roe and fish to collect burbot in
the reservoir. Traps were fished 24 hr and rebaited if reset.
We estimated the population size of Arctic grayling in the reservoir with Chapman's
modification of the Peterson mark-recapture technique (Chapman 1951). During the
mark event, fish were captured with fyke-nets. During the recapture event, fyke-nets
and a boat-mounted electrofisher were used.

Formulas used to estimate the

population, the variance of the estimate, and the 95% confidence interval (CI) were
presented in our 1996 report (Ott and Weber Scannell 1996).
A sample of Arctic grayling (68 fish) was caught in spring 1996 and retained for age
analyses. Ages were determined by three people counting scale and otolith annuli.
Scales and otoliths were difficult to read because of varying rates of growth in individual
fish and different patterns of growth among fish.

Results and Discussion
Water Quality

Fish Creek

The ADNR, Division of Mining and Water Management has operated an automated
water sampler for turbidity and total suspended solids (TSS) and a recording flow meter
in Fish Creek near Fairbanks Creek since 1992. In 1992 and 1993, with active placer
mining occurring, the median turbidities in Fish Creek were 180 and 75 NTU (Table 1).
In 1994 there was no active placer mining and median turbidities decreased to 4.9
NTU. The median turbidity in 1995 during the construction phase of the freshwater and
tailing dams was 88 NTU. Median turbidity dropped to 4.3 NTU in 1996 when flow from
Upper Fish Creek was contained by the water supply dam (Appendix 1). A maximum
TSS of 1130 was recorded in 1996 (Appendix 1). High TSS concentrations coincided
with increased stream discharge and probably reflect resuspension of sediments in the
Fish Creek floodplain.
Table 1. Summary of water quality data for Fish Creek, 1992-1996.

Year

Average
Summer Flow
(cfs)

Maximum
NTU

Median
NTU

Maximum
TSS
(mg/L)

Median
TSS
(mg/L)

Fisheries
Upper Last Chance and Lower Fish Creeks
We electrofished sample reaches in Upper Last Chance and Lower Fish Creeks once
during summer 1996 (Tables 2 and 3). Time constraints and several storm events
limited sampling to a single sample event in Upper Last Chance and Lower Fish Creeks
and not at all in Bear Creek. Fish use of Upper Last Chance Creek in summer 1996
was greatly reduced from previous years (Table 2). We electrofished Reach # I and did
not capture any fish. We did not see any fish during June, July, and August visual
surveys.
During winter 1995-1996, snowfall was minimal until mid-January and aufeis was
extensive in the upper Fish Creek drainage. Massive aufeis 3 to 4 m thick was still
present in late May and water was highly turbid until mid-summer in Upper Last Chance
Creek. Water quality degradation was caused by erosion of ice-rich soils as the entire
flow of Upper Last Chance Creek went subsurface through a settling pond. Creek
water upstream of the abandoned pond was clear; settleable solids below the pond
were estimated at >I00 ml/L. Large deposits of organic material were present in the
creek, on the aufeis, and along the banks below the abandoned pond.

The

combination of sediments, aufeis, and cold water temperatures appear to have caused
Arctic grayling to avoid the creek. Even after water in Last Chance Creek cleared and
warmed, Arctic grayling did not enter the creek. We believe fish remained in the
reservoir's more favorable rearing habitat.
Fort Knox Reservoir, Burbot
Burbot use of the Lower Last Chance Creek Pond and Polar Ponds # I and #2 was
reported by Ott and Weber Scannell (1996). In summer 1996, impoundment of water
by the water supply dam resulted in the inundation of these ponds, and Polar Pond #3.
Water levels reached a maximum elevation of 1017.5 ft when pumping to move water
to the tailing impoundment began in July. Water levels decreased in the reservoir by
about 0.5 m during a dry period but rainfall events in August brought water levels back
to elevation 1017.5 ft.

Table 2. Number of fish caught, excluding young-of-the-year Arctic grayling, in Last
Chance Creek upstream of the projected reservoir using an electrofisher (19941996).
Date
Sampled

Sample Site
(Reach)

AG = Arctic grayling, BB = burbot

AG

BB

Total
Fish

Table 3. Number of fish caught, excluding young-of-the-year Arctic grayling, in Lower
Fish Creek (1992-1996).
Sample
Date

AG

SS

RWF

BB

AG = Arctic grayling, SS = slimy sculpin, RWF = round whitefish
BB = burbot, and LNS = longnose sucker

LNS

Total
Fish

We sampled in early spring 1996 for juvenile burbot (Evenson 1996). The primary
objective was to catch 15 burbot injected in spring 1995 with oxytetracyclene (OTC), a
chemical marker that provides a reference mark in otoliths and scales for calculating
rates of growth. Gear was set on May 21 and checked on May 22 and 23. Eighty-six
burbot were captured (Table 4) with minnow traps, and small and large hoop traps.
The smallest burbot collected in the May 1996 sample event was 195 mm, although a
large number of fish less than 150 mm were caught during a similar sampling event in
May 1995 (Evenson 1996). The small burbot (100 - 200 mm) in 1995 were probably
age 2 and 3 and a lack of fish in this size class in 1996 may indicate a lack of
recruitment from winter 1994 and 1995 spawning (Evenson 1996).

Table 4. Catch of burbot in the reservoir in May 1996 using minnow traps and hoop
nets.
Catch
(May 22)

Catch
(May 23)

Catch
(Total)

Mean CPUE
(BBItraplday)

8

18

5

23

1.4

Small Hoop

11

36

19

55

2.5

Large Hoop

4

6

2

8

1.O

Gear
TYpe

Minnow

Number of
Traps Set

Growth information was obtained from recaptured burbot originally tagged in May 1995
in Polar Ponds # I and #2 (Table 5). Recaptures were made in November 1995 (with
minnow traps fished under ice cover), in the reservoir in May 1996 (Evenson 1996), and
in the reservoir (with fyke-nets) in August 1996 (Figure 5). Average growth for burbot
tagged in May 1995 and recaptured in November 1995 was 30 mm. Burbot caught in
May 1996 had an average growth of 50 mm since May 1995. Burbot in August 1996
averaged 300 mm long and exhibited an average growth of 101 mm since May 1995.
Some of the tagged burbot caught in November 1995 and May 1996 were retained for
age determination. Recaptured burbot in August 1996 were released.

Table 5. Growth (mm) for burbot originally tagged in Polar Ponds # I and #2 in May
1995 and recaptured in the ponds (November 1995) and reservoir (May and
August 1996).

Figure 5. Fyke-net sites in the Fort Knox reservoir.
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Fyke-nets were fished for 24 hr, checked, and reset in June and August 1996 in the
reservoir (Figure 5). Burbot catches were low in June but increased in August. Catch
per unit effort was 4 . 0 in June, with the exception of one net fished on June 5 (Table
6). Catch rates in August were fairly consistent, ranging from 4 to 5.4 burbot per trap
day, with the exception of one trap in mid-August which caught nine burbot (Table 6
and Appendix 2).
Small burbot (<I50 mm) were not found until the August sample period. We believe
these fish were spawned in February 1996. Calculated catch rates for these burbot are
lower than the actual catch due to predation in the fyke-net by larger burbot. The boatmounted electrofisher in the reservoir in September 1996 discovered abundant small
burbot. Small burbot were seen along the entire margin of the reservoir except along
the face of the dam. High concentrations were present in Solo Creek Bay and along
the gravel shoals near the Pump House.

In areas of high concentration, it was

common to see 10 to 20 small burbot roll from the effects of the electrofisher.
Assuming the under 150 mm fish group is the same age class, fish in this age class
increased in size from an average of 98.1 mm in early August to 121.7 mm by late
August (Figure 6 and Appendix 3). If survival of this year class is good, we would
expect to see abundant small burbot in spring 1997.

Figure 6. Length (minumum, mean, and maximum) of young-of-the-year burbot
captured with fyke-nets in August 1996.

early August

mid-August

late August

Table 6. Catch of burbot in unbaited fyke-nets fished in the Fort Knox reservoir

Sample
Date

Number of
Nets

Number of Burbot
(<200 mm)

Number of Burbot
(>200 mm)

CPUE
(BB/trap/day)

Fort Knox Reservoir, Arctic Grayling
Sixty-eight Arctic grayling were captured in June 1996 and retained to determine age
structure and length frequency before the influence of the new reservoir (Figure 7).
Figure 7. The maximum, minimum, and average length (mm) at age for Arctic grayling
collected in June 1996 in the reservoir.
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The Arctic grayling collected from the Fort Knox reservoir were difficult to age because
of unusually variable growth rates and growth patterns among years and between fish
after age 2. All fish appeared to grow rapidly for the first two years. After age 2,
growth patterns changed. The variable growth patterns observed on both scales and
otoliths may be explained by the habitats used by individual fish prior to flooding of the
reservoir and sexual maturation. Habitats used by Arctic grayling included flooded old
placer mine cuts, flooded settling ponds, outlet and inlet channels from flooded settling
ponds, beaver ponds, and streams. The flooded old placer mine cuts (Upper and
Lower Last Chance Creek Ponds) were deep (4 m), stained, and contained shallow
water habitat with emergent vegetation.

The flooded settling ponds had variable

m to 3.0 m) with turbid waters. Streams used included Last Chance
depths (~0.5
Creek where five beaver ponds existed, and Upper Last Chance Creek where
extensive placer mining had occurred and riparian habitat had been altered. Solo
Creek had several beaver dams, was unmined, and flowed through ice-rich permafrost
soils.

Generally, the larger Arctic grayling were found in stream habitats (Solo and Last
Chance Creeks). The pond habitats were warmer (15 to 20°C) than streams (4.6 to
12.6OC). The warmer water and likely higher productivity of the ponds enhanced the
growth of small fish (young-of-the-year to age 2) while the larger Arctic grayling left
pond habitats to enter the streams. Most of the Arctic grayling were mature at 170 mm
(about age 3). Once they matured, it is likely that a significant amount of Arctic grayling
energy was used for reproduction. We conclude that two primary factors affecting the
highly variable growth after age 2 were habitat selection and use, and the onset of
sexual maturity.
In summer 1996, we estimated Arctic grayling growth rates in the reservoir (Figures 8
and 9). Average growth rates for fish at large about 1 yr were 9 mm (from 1994 to
1995) and 21 mm (from 1995 to 1996). Average growth of Arctic grayling in the
reservoir during summer 1996 was 41 mm (Figure 8), a substantial increase in growth
compared with pre-reservoir conditions.
Figure 8. The minimum, maximum, and mean growth of Arctic grayling in upper Fish
Creek and the Fort Knox reservoir from 1994 to 1996.

The length-frequency distribution for fyke-net caught Arctic grayling in late June and
late August 1996 shows an average growth in the 60-day period of 40 mm (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Length-frequency distribution of fyke-net caught Arctic grayling in the
reservoir.
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The dominant size classes in late June were 180 and 200 mm, and by August, these
fish were 220 to 240 mm long. Young-of-the-year Arctic grayling also were found
beginning in late June, and by late August, most of these fish were in the 110 to 120
mm range.
We predicted that growth rates for Arctic grayling would increase after the reservoir
filled and available habitat and benthic invertebrate production increased. We found at
least a two-fold increase in Arctic grayling growth rates in summer 1996 when the
reservoir was filling with water.

Holmes et al. (1986) reported Goodpaster River

average Arctic grayling growth of 18 mm (age 3), 12 mm (age 4), 8 mm (age 5), and 15
mm (age 6) from June 25-26 to August 6-8, 1985. The Fort Knox Arctic grayling in the
180 to 240 mm size class were most likely age 3 to 6.
Catch per unit of effort (fyke-net fished for 24 hr) ranged from a low of 23.8 to a high of
56.5 (Table 7 and Appendix 4). Actual catches of small Arctic grayling were higher
than shown due to predation in the net by burbot. We estimated that in 1995, before
flooding the reservoir, there were 1,723 Arctic grayling 4 5 0 mm and 4,358 1150 mm
upstream of the dam (Ott and Weber Scannell 1996). Our 1996 population estimate
using fyke-nets for Arctic grayling 2150 mm was 4,748 with a 95% CI of 3,824 to 5,672
fish. We estimated the Arctic grayling population at 3,475 with a 95% CI (2,552 to
4,398) using the boat-mounted electrofisher for recapture. A population estimate for
fish <I50 mm could not be made because of a low catch and low recapture of only one
marked fish. We found several dead Arctic grayling in spring 1996. We speculated
that winter mortality may have been high during the winter of 199511996 due to a lack
of snow, extensive aufeis buildup in Solo and Last Chance Creeks, and the continued
freezing and overflow of water that occurred as the reservoir slowly filled with water.
However, if our population estimates for Arctic grayling 1150 mm are accurate, then
actual mortalities may not have been high.
We plan to continue to sample Arctic grayling and burbot in the reservoir to monitor
population size, growth, and recruitment. In 1993, working in cooperation with FGMI,
our goal was to establish a viable Arctic grayling population in the reservoir from fish
trapped upstream of the dam. Our goal was to reach a density of 10 to 20 Arctic
grayling >200 mm per hectare of surface area (i.e., 800 to 1,600 Arctic grayling greater
than 200 mm for the reservoir) ten years after project completion (FGMI 1993). Our
findings in 1996 suggest that this goal has been achieved.

Table 7. Catch of Arctic grayling in fyke-nets fished in the Fort Knox reservoir.
Sample
Date

Number of
Nets

Number of Grayling
( 4 5 0 mm)

Number of Grayling
(>I50 mm)

CPUE
(AGItrap/day)
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Flow (cubic feet per second), turbidity (NTU), and total suspended solids (TSS) in Fish
Creek near Fairbanks Creek 1996.
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Appendix 2
Burbot length and catch in fyke-nets fished in the reservoir during summer 1996.
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Appendix 3
Length of young-of-the-year burbot caught in fyke-nets fished in the reservoir during
August 1996.

Appendix 4
Arctic grayling length and catch in fyke-nets fished in the reservoir during summer
1996.
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184
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8/28/96 Fyke Net 3
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9/6/96
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